
UNITED	STATES	DISTRICT	COURT	FOR	THE
EASTERN	DISTRICT	OF	OKLAHOMAGARY	CLARK,	 ょょPlaintiff, ょょ	v.	 ょ	 			Case	No.:		なは‐C)V‐ななの‐J(PょROBERT	COLBERT,	in	his	 ょofficial	and	individual	capacities	 ょas	Sheriff	of	Wagoner	County,	 ょOklahoma;	et	al., ょょDefendants. ょ

OPINION	AND	ORDER	Now	before	the	Court	is	the	Motion	for	Summary	Judgment	of	the	Defendant	RobertColbert	[Dkt.	#	などね].		Plaintiff	Gary	Clark	brought	this	action	pursuant	to	ねに	U.S.C.	§	なひぱぬalleging	 violations	 of	 his	 constitutional	 rights.	 Plaintiff	 has	 also	 asserted	 a	 state	 lawnegligence	 claim	 against	 Colbert.	 Defendant	 Colbert	 contends	 that	 he	 is	 entitled	 tosummary	 judgment	 on	 all	 claims	 asserted	 by	 the	 Plaintiff.	 	 After	 consideration	 of	 thepleadings,	affidavits,	and	briefs,	the	Court		grants	Defendant	Colbert╆s	Motion	for	SummaryJudgment	on	all	claims	asserted	by	the	Plaintiff.	
BACKGROUND

A.			Procedural	HistoryPlaintiff	commenced	this	action	on	April	ね,	にどなは,	by	filing	his	Complaint.			[Dkt.	#	ぬ]	On	that	same	day,	Plaintiff	filed	his	Amended	Complaint.	 	[Dkt.	#	ね]	 	 	On	January	の,	にどなば,Defendant	Robert	Colbert	filed	his	Motion	for	Summary	Judgment	on	all	claims	asserted	byPlaintiff.		[Dkt.	#	などね]		
な
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B.			Factual	BackgroundThe	 Court	 determines	 that	 the	 following	 facts	 are	 either	 not	 specificallycontroverted	by	the	Plaintiff,	are	not	subject	to	genuine	dispute,	or	are	stated	in	the	lightmost	favorable	to	the	Plaintiff.		Plaintiff	Gary	Clark	ゅ"Clark"ょ	was	diagnosed	with	schizophrenia	approximately	にど‐ぬど	years	ago.	Over	the	years,	Clark's	brother,	Larry	Clark,	participated	in	caring	for	Clark.	By	the	summer	of		にどなね,	Larry	had	built	a	small	shed	behind	Larry's	residence,	and	allowedClark	to	live	in	the	shed.	 	As	shown	by	the	record,	the	shed	is	located	in	a	large	backyardarea	with	no	fencing	between	Larry's	property	and	adjoining	residential	areas.		)n	the	days	leading	up	to	August	なぱ,	にどなね,	Larry	observed	that	Clark	was	behavingerratically.	Larry	was	concerned	and	suspected	that	Clark	had	not	taken	his	psychotropicmedications.	 	On	August	なぱ,	にどなね,	Larry	Clark	went	out	 to	 the	 shed	and	knocked	on	 thedoor.	When	the	door	opened,	Larry	Clark	saw	that	Clark	was	 in	the	doorway	of	 the	shedand	had	a	large	knife	in	his	hand.	Clark	used	the	knife	to	make	contact	with	Larry	Clark╆sabdomen,	causing	a	small	cut.	Larry	 Clark	 retreated	 from	 the	 shed,	 returned	 to	 his	 home,	 and	 called	 ひなな.	 Larryreported	that	he	had	been	assaulted	by	his	brother,		and	that	Gary	had	charged	and	lungedat	Larry	with	a	knife.	The	dispatcher	logged	the	call	as	╉domestic	violence╊	and	noted	that╉Gary	Clark	had	assaulted	[Larry	Clark]╊	and	╉tried	to	stab	him	with	a	knife.╊	Deputies	Robbie	Lively	and	 Jason	(athcoat	of	 the	Wagoner	County	Sheriff's	Officeゅ"WCSO"ょ	were	the	first	to	arrive	on	scene.	When	they	arrived,	they	spoke	with	Larry	andlooked	 at	 his	 cut.	 Larry	 told	 them	 that	 Clark	was	 upset	 and	 had	 cut	 Larry	with	 a	 knife.Deputies	Lively	and	(athcoat	went	around	the	house	toward	the	backyard	shed.	 	 	By	this
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time,	 Clark	was	 standing	 on	 the	 small	 porch	 immediately	 in	 front	 of	 the	 shed,	 holding	 aknife	and	looking	mad.	The	officers	observed	that	the	knife	was	a	large,	butcher‐like	knife,approximately	など‐なね	inches	long.	WCSO	Deputies	Lively	 and	(athcoat	 stood	at	 a	distance	 from	Clark	and	 identifiedthemselves	as	law	enforcement.	Clark	made	no	verbal	response,	but	made	gestures	at	theofficers	with	his	hand	shaped	like	a	gun,	flipped	them	off	with	his	middle	finger,	and	usedhis	hand	to	motion	them	to	come	closer.	Lively	and	(athcoat	asked	Clark	to	put	the	knifedown	and	talk	with	the	officers,	with	no	success.	Clark's	hand	gestures,	including	extendinga	finger	in	an	obscene	gesture	towards	the	officers,	continued.		(athcoat	and	Lively	radioedfor	supervisors	to	come	to	the	scene.	While	the	officers	waited	for	supervisors	to	respond,Clark	continued	making	hand	gestures,	which	the	officers	interpreted	as	threatening.		Approximately	 six	 minutes	 after	 WCSO	 Deputies	 (athcoat	 and	 Lively	 arrived	 onscene,	 the	 WCSO	 deputies	 requested	 the	 nearby	 Broken	 Arrow	 Police	 Departmentゅ"BAPD"ょ	 to	 also	 respond	 to	 the	 scene	 to	 provide	 assistance	 in	 dealing	 with	 Clark.	 TheDeputies	understood	that	the	Broken	Arrow	Police	Department	had	access	to	"less	lethal"alternatives,	including	tasers,	pepper	ball	launchers,	batons,	a	canine,	and	a	ballistic	shield.		While	waiting	for	the	arrival	of	BAPD	officers,	the	WCSO	Deputies	remained	aboutにど‐ぬど	feet	away	from	the	porch	area	because	they	believed	Plaintiff	posed	a	risk	of	harm	tothe	officers	and	could	leave	the	porch	at	any	time	armed	with	the	knife.		While	waiting	forthe	 BAPD,	 another	WCSO	 deputy,	 Major	 Dustin	 Dorr,	 arrived	 on	 scene	 and	 approachedClark.		Major	Dorr	approached	Clark	and	told	him	that	he	was	under	arrest	and	asked	Clarkto	put	the	knife	down.	Clark	neither	complied,	nor	verbally	responded	to	the	command.
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Approximately	thirty	minutes	after	WCSO	Deputies	(athcoat	and	Lively	arrived	onscene,	Captain	Patrick	Dufriend	of	the	BAPD	arrived	on	scene,	was	briefed	on	the	situationand	directed	the	officers	to	continue	attempting	verbal	commands	to	try	to	persuade	Clarkto	drop	the	knife.		Captain	Dufriend	was	also	concerned	that	Clark	could	leave	the	porch	atany	time.		Other	officers	from	the	BAP	arrived	on	scene.		After	Captain	DuFried	arrived,	Wagoner	County	Sheriff	Bob	Colbert	arrived.	 	Clarkremained	on	the	porch	with	the	knife,	gesturing	at	the	officers	with	his	hands	and	runninghis	 hands	 along	 the	 knife	 blade,	 looking	 at	 the	 officers.	 	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 was	 briefed	 byofficers	 on	 the	 scene,	 including	 Captain	 DuFriend.	 	 At	 this	 point,	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 toldDufriend	to	╉do	what	you	got	to	do."		Captain	 DuFriend	 understood	 that	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 gave	DuFriend	 the	 authority	 tocreate	 a	 plan	 to	 deal	 with	 Clark.	 	 BAPD	 Captain	 Dufriend	 then	 formulated	 a	 plan	 toapproach	Clark,	get	the	knife	out	of	his	hands,	and	arrest	Clark.	Captain	DuFriend	directedthe	BAPD	officers	to	form	a	line,	with	Captain	DuFriend	in	the	front	with	a	ballistic	shield,followed	by	BAPD	Sgt.	Blevins	armed	with	a	pepper	ball	launcher;	and	BAPD	Officers	Wylieand	Gibson	armed	with	tasers.		BAPD	Officer	Keech	was	also	present	with	a	canine.			BAPDOfficer	 Smith	 was	 positioned	 with	 an	 AR‐なの	 rifle	 on	 the	 back	 porch	 of	 the	 Larry	 Clarkresidence,	facing	the	shed.	 	WCSO	deputies	Lively	and	(athcoat	stood	off	to	the	side	withside	 arms	 to	 provide	 lethal	 coverage.	 Captain	 DuFriend's	 plan	 was	 to	 strike	 Clark	 withpepperballs	to	cause	Clark	to	drop	the	knife	in	order	to	secure	the	scene	for	the	safety	ofofficers	and	others.	Before	approaching	Clark,	the	officers	on	the	scene	had	repeatedly	told	Clark	he	wasunder	arrest	 and	 to	put	 the	knife	down.	When	Clark	 still	did	not	drop	 the	knife,	Captain
ね



DuFriend	and	the	BAPD	officers	advanced	toward	Clark.	Captain	Dufriend	directed	BAPDOfficer	Blevins	 to	deploy	 the	pepper	ball	 launcher.	The	pepper	ball	 launcher,	similar	 to	apaint	 ball	 gun,	 launches	 pellets	 filled	 with	 pepper	 powder	 that	 burst	 upon	 impact.	 Sgt.Blevins	 shot	 a	 group	 of	 pepper	 balls	 at	 Clark.	 	 Clark	 was	 hit	 with	 pepperballs	 with	 noapparent	effect	on	Clark's	behavior.	 	Clark	remained	on	the	porch	with	the	knife	 in	hand.Captain	Dufriend	ordered	Sgt.	Blevins	to	deploy	another	volley	of	pepper	balls	at	Clark.	After	delivering	two	volleys	of	pepperballs,	Captain	Dufriend	directed	the	group	ofofficers	 to	withdraw	 from	 the	 shed	 so	 they	 could	 regroup.	 As	 the	 officers	 backed	 away,Clark	 stepped	 off	 the	 porch	 and	 advanced	 toward	 the	 officers,	 still	with	 the	 knife	 in	 hishand.	 	 )n	 response	 to	 Plaintiff╆s	 rapid	 advance	 towards	 the	 officers,	 the	 line	 of	 officersbegan	to	fan	out	away	from	Clark.		BAPD	officers	Wylie	and	Gibson	deployed	their	tasers	atClark.		When	the	tasers	had	no	effect	and	Clark	continued	moving	toward	the	officers	withthe	knife	still	 in	hand,	shots	were	fired,	striking	Clark.	 	Deputies	(athcoat	and	Lively,	andBroken	Arrow	Officer	Smith	fired	their	weapons	at	Plaintiff.	Clark	fell	to	the	ground	two	orthree	feet	from	the	officers.	Clark	dropped	the	knife,	and	was	transported	to	the	hospital.After	 the	 shooting,	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 spoke	 with	 the	 media	 about	 the	 situation.	 (eadvised	the	media	that	the	officers	had	╉tried	everything	they	could	do	that╆s	 less	 lethal.╊Sheriff	Colbert	also	stated	that	╉two	or	three	different	negotiators	[tried]	to	talk	to	him,	butit	 just	 wasn╆t	 happening,╊	 and	 that	 Plaintiff	 ╉broke	 and	 charged	 at	 the	 officers.╊	 SheriffColbert	advised	that	the	officers	deployed	non‐lethal	pepper	balls,	 tasers,	and	firearms	atPlaintiff	when	he	was	within	feet	of	the	officers.	Clark	was	charged	with	Assault	and	Battery	with	a	Dangerous	Weapon,	and	Assaultwith	a	Deadly	Weapon.		After	a	preliminary	hearing,	the	District	Court	of	Wagoner	County
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found	that	probable	cause	existed	for	criminal	charges,	and	Clark	was	bound	over	for	trial.	Ultimately,	the	charges	against	Clark	were	dismissed	because	of	his	schizophrenia.
DISCUSSIONSummary	judgment	pursuant	to	Fed.	R.	Civ.	P.	のは	is	appropriate	where	there	 is	nogenuine	dispute	as	to	any	material	 fact	and	the	moving	party	is	entitled	to	 judgment	as	amatter	of	 law.	Celotex	Corp.	v.	Catrett,	 ねばば	U.S.	ぬなば,	ぬにに–ぬにぬ	 ゅなひぱはょ;	Anderson	v.	Liberty

Lobby,	 Inc.,	 ねばば	 U.S.	 にねに,	 にのど	 ゅなひぱはょ;	 Kendall	 v.	Watkins,	 ひひぱ	 F.にd	 ぱねぱ,	 ぱのど	 ゅなどth	 Cir.なひひぬょ.		Fed.	R.	Civ.	P.	のはゅcょ	╉mandates	the	entry	of	summary	judgment,	after	adequate	timefor	discovery	and	upon	motion,	against	a	party	who	fails	 to	make	a	showing	sufficient	 toestablish	the	existence	of	an	element	essential	to	that	party's	case,	and	on	which	that	partywill	bear	the	burden	of	proof	at	trial.╊	Celotex	Corp,	ねばば	U.S.	at	ぬにに.	A	fact	is	╉material╊	if	itpertains	to	an	element	of	a	claim	or	defense;	a	factual	dispute	is	╉genuine╊	if	the	evidence	isso	contradictory	that	if	the	matter	went	to	trial,	a	reasonable	jury	could	return	a	verdict	foreither	party.	Anderson,	ねばば	U.S.	at	にねぱ.	╉When	the	moving	party	has	carried	its	burden	under	Rule	のはゅcょ,	its	opponent	mustdo	more	than	simply	show	that	there	is	some	metaphysical	doubt	as	to	the	material	facts.Where	the	record	taken	as	a	whole	could	not	lead	a	rational	trier	of	fact	to	find	for	the	non‐moving	party,	there	is	no	╅genuine	issue	for	trial.╆	╊	Matsushita	Elec.	Indus.	Co.,	Ltd.	v.	Zenith

Radio	 Corp.,	 ねばの	 U.S.	 のばね,	 のぱは–ぱば	 ゅなひぱはょ	 ゅcitations	 omittedょ.	 ╉The	 mere	 existence	 of	 ascintilla	of	evidence	in	support	of	the	plaintiff's	position	will	be	insufficient;	there	must	beevidence	on	which	the	[trier	of	fact]	could	reasonably	find	for	the	plaintiff.╊	Anderson,	ねばばU.S.	 at	 にのに.	 )n	 essence,	 the	 inquiry	 for	 the	 Court	 is	 ╉whether	 the	 evidence	 presents	 asufficient	disagreement	to	require	submission	to	a	jury,	or	whether	it	is	so	one‐sided	that
は



the	 party	 must	 prevail	 as	 a	 matter	 of	 law.╊	 )d.	 at	 にのな–にのに.	 	 )n	 its	 review,	 the	 Courtconstrues	the	record	in	the	light	most	favorable	to	the	party	opposing	summary	judgment.
Garratt	v.	Walker,	なはね	F.ぬd	なにねひ,	なにのな	ゅなどth	Cir.	なひひぱょ.)n	 order	 to	 survive	 summary	 judgment,	 a	 plaintiff	 ╉must	 go	beyond	 the	pleadingsand	designate	specific	facts	so	as	to	make	a	showing	sufficient	to	establish	the	existence	ofan	element	essential	to	that	party's	case.╊	Serna	v.	Colorado	Dep't	of	Corr.,	ねのの	F.ぬd	ななねは,ななのな	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどはょ	ゅinternal	quotation	marks	omittedょ.	╉Summary	judgment	procedureis	properly	regarded	not	as	a	disfavored	procedural	shortcut,	but	rather	as	an	integral	partof	 the	 Federal	 Rules	 as	 a	 whole,	 which	 are	 designed	 ╅to	 secure	 the	 just,	 speedy	 andinexpensive	determination	of	every	action.╆	╊	Celotex,	ねばば	U.S.	at	ぬにば.

A.		Excessive	Force	ClaimClark	 asserts	 that	 the	 officers	 used	 excessive	 force	 in	 violation	 of	 the	 FourthAmendment,	 and	 that	 Defendant	 Colbert	 "either	 caused	 or	 created	 a	 situation	 thatnecessitated	 an	 escalation	 of	 the	 need	 to	 use	 more	 force	 than	 what	 was	 necessary.╊[Amended	Complaint,	¶	のひ].	Clark	 specifically	 claims	 the	use	of	 the	pepper	ball	 launcherwould	predictably	agitate	a	person	with	mental	health	 issues	causing	them	to	 leave	theircontained	position	and	"act	irrationally	in	the	direction	of	law	enforcement…"		[AmendedComplaint,	 ¶	 のば].	 	 (owever,	 before	 addressing	 the	 issue	 of	 whether	 or	 not	 DefendantColbert	 can	 be	 liable	 for	 the	 actions	 of	 the	 BAPD	 officers,	 it	 must	 first	 be	 determinedwhether	 or	 not	 excessive	 force	 was	 used	 against	 Clark	 in	 violation	 of	 the	 FourthAmendment.	Under	 the	 undisputed	 facts	 of	 this	 case,	 the	 decision	 of	 the	 Broken	 Arrow	 PoliceDepartment	 to	 use	 the	pepperball	 launcher	 on	Clark	was	not	 a	 use	 of	 excessive	 force	 in
ば



violation	of	 the	Fourth	Amendment.	 	Likewise,	once	Clark	 left	 the	porch	and	charged	 theofficers	with	 a	 raised	 knife,	 the	 officers	 did	 not	 use	 excessive	 force	when	 they	 shot	 andwounded	Gary	Clark	as	he	advanced	towards	the	officers.		)n	 evaluating	 objective	 reasonableness,	 the	 Supreme	 Court	 instructs	 courts	 toconsider	╉the	severity	of	the	crime	at	issue,	whether	the	suspect	poses	an	immediate	threatto	 the	 safety	 of	 the	 officers	 or	 others,	 and	 whether	 he	 is	 actively	 resisting	 arrest	 orattempting	 to	evade	arrest	by	 flight.╊	Graham	v.	Connor,	ねひど	U.S.	ぬぱは,	ぬひは	ゅなひぱひょ.	 	(ere,officers	had	been	informed	that	Gary	Clark	had	been	behaving	erratically.	Larry	Clark	hadinformed	 the	 dispatcher	 that	 Clark	 had	 "assaulted"	 him,	 and	 "tried	 to	 stab	 him	 with	 aknife."	)n	the	presence	of	the	officers,	Clark	continued	his	erratic	and	menacing	behavior.(e	moved	around	his	porch	while	holding	a	ten	inch	knife,	glaring	at	the	officers,	rubbingthe	edge	of	the	knife,	and	making	obscene	gestures	to	the	officers.	Clark	continued	to	rubhis	fingers	along	the	blade	of	the	knife	and	gesture	to	the	officers	to	come	closer.	Thus,	theofficers	knew	 that	Clark	was	unstable,	had	 recently	 inflicted	bodily	harm	on	his	brother,and	had	a	weapon.		Additionally,	Clark	could	have	left	the	porch	at	any	time	in	an	open	yardthat	had	access	to	the	surrounding	neighborhood	and	nearby	homes.	
1. The	initial	approach	by	BAPD	officers	and	the	use	of	the	pepperball	launcherSignificantly,	 Clark	 concedes	 that	 once	 he	 left	 the	 porch	 and	 charged	 the	 officerswith	the	knife,	it	was	not	a	violation	of	the	Fourth	Amendment	for	the	officers	to	use	lethalforce.		But	Clark	instead	claims	that	actions	taken	by	the	officers	before	Clark	left	the	porchwere	 "objectively	 unreasonable	 under	 the	 circumstances	 in	 violation	 of	 the	 FourthAmendment	…."	 	 [Amended	Complaint,	¶のば].	Specifically,	Clark	claims	that	 the	use	of	 thepepperball	 launcher	 itself	 constituted	 a	 violation	 of	 the	 Fourth	 Amendment	 because	 the
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officers	 had	 not	 ゅaょ	 summoned	 a	 mental	 health	 professional	 to	 the	 scene	 when	 theysupposedly	 had	 time	 to	 "observe	 and	 contain	 the	 situation";	 and	 ゅbょ	 the	 use	 of	 thepepperball	 launcher	 "agitated"	 the	mentally	 ill	 Clark	 causing	him	 to	 leave	his	 "containedposition	and	act	irrationally	in	the	direction	of	law	enforcement	…	."	Clark	claims	that	the"reckless	 actions	 of	 Colbert"	 caused	or	 created	 the	need	 to	 use	 force,	which	 violates	 theFourth	Amendment.		[)d.,	at	¶	はど].	)n	 evaluating	 Clark's	 claims,	 the	 Court	 is	 mindful	 of	 the	 Supreme	 Court's	 recentpronouncement	 that	 a	 violation	 of	 the	 Fourth	Amendment	 cannot	 be	 established	 "basedmerely	on	bad	tactics	that	result	in	a	deadly	confrontation	that	could	have	been	avoided.'	"
City	 and	 County	 of	 San	 Francisco,	 California	 v.	 Sheehan,	 なぬの	 S.	 Ct.	 なばはの,	 なばばば	 ゅにどなのょ;quoting	Billingon	v.	Smith,	にひに	F.ぬd	ななばば,	ななひど	ゅひth	Cir.	にどどにょ.	By	the	time	the	pepperballlauncher	was	used,	the	officers	on	the	scene	had	been	informed	that	Clark	had	stabbed	hisbrother,	the	officers	had	observed	Clark	repeatedly	ignore	every	request	to	drop	the	knife,Clark	was	holding	the	knife	in	a	menacing	manner,	and	was	noncompliant	even	after	beingtold	 that	 he	was	under	 arrest.	 )t	was	 reasonable	 for	 the	 officers	 to	 conclude	 that	 if	 theycame	within	striking	distance	of	Clark,	they	would	be	at	a	risk	of	serious	harm.		The	BrokenArrow	Police	Department	Captain	directed	that	the	pepper	ball	launcher	be	used	to	promptClark	to	drop	the	knife.	 	The	use	of	the	pepper	ball	 launcher	was	reasonable	under	thesecircumstances.	 	See	Mecham	v.	Frazier,	のどど	F.ぬd	なにどど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどばょ;	Vinyard	v.	Wilson,ぬなな	F.ぬd	なぬねど,	なぬねぱ	ゅななth	Cir.	にどどにょ;	McCormick	v.	City	of	Fort	Lauderdale,	ぬぬぬ	F.ぬd	なにぬね,なにねね	–	なにねの	ゅななth	Cir.	にどどぬょ.As	 noted,	 the	 pepperballs	 had	 no	 apparent	 effect	 on	 Clark.	 	 (owever,	 Clarkthereafter	came	off	the	porch	and	headed	towards	the	officers	with	the	knife.	 	Once	Clark
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was	within	just	a	few	feet	of	the	officers,	he	was	shot	and	wounded	three	times.	Under	thetotality	of	 the	 circumstances,	 the	use	of	deadly	 force	was	 reasonable.	 "The	use	of	deadlyforce	 is	 justified	under	 the	Fourth	Amendment	 if	 a	 reasonable	 officer	 in	 the	Defendant'sposition	 would	 have	 had	 probable	 cause	 to	 believe	 that	 there	 was	 a	 threat	 of	 seriousphysical	harm	to	themselves	or	others."	Walker	v.	City	of	Orem,	ねのな	F.ぬd	ななぬひ,	ななのひ	ゅなどthCir.	にどどはょ;	Zia	Trust	Company	v.	Montoya,	のひば	F.ぬd	ななのど,	ななのね	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなどょ.		Courts	lookat	a	number	of	factors	in	order	to	evaluate	whether	or	not	the	actions	of	the	officer	wereobjectively	 reasonable.	 	 )n	 addition	 to	 the	 factors	 of	 Graham	 v.	 Connor,	 ╉[w]e	 may	 alsoconsider	 a	number	of	 factors,	 including:	 ╅ゅなょ	whether	 the	officers	ordered	 the	 suspect	 todrop	 his	weapon,	 and	 the	 suspect's	 compliance	with	 police	 commands;	 ゅにょ	whether	 anyhostile	 motions	 were	 made	 with	 the	 weapon	 towards	 the	 officers;	 ゅぬょ	 the	 distanceseparating	the	officers	and	the	suspect;	and	ゅねょ	the	manifest	intentions	of	the	suspect.╆"	
Zia	Trust	Co.,	のひば	F.ぬd	 at	 ななのね	 [quoting	Estate	of	Larsen	v.	Murr,	 のなな	F.ぬd	なにのの,	 なにのひ	 ‐なにはど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどぱょ.]		See	also	Thomson	v.	Salt	Lake	City,	のぱね	F.ぬd	なぬどね,	なぬなな	ゅなどth	Cir.にどどひょ,	Tellez	v.	City	of	Belen,	のはど	F.	App'x	ぱなに,	ぱなは	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなねょ;	and	King	v.	Hill,	にどなのWL	ぬぱばのののな	ゅなどth	Cir.	June	にね,	にどなのょ.	All	 of	 these	 factors	 weigh	 in	 favor	 of	 the	 officer's	 use	 of	 lethal	 force.	 	 Thisdetermination	is	supported	by	City	and	County	of	San	Francisco,	California	v.	Sheehan,	なぬの	S.Ct.	なばはの	ゅにどなのょ.		As	in	this	case,	the	officers	in	Sheehan		were	confronted	with	a	mentallydisturbed	person	who	came	at	them	with	a	knife,	forcing	the	officers	to	shoot.	The	SupremeCourt	emphasized	 that	 the	officer's	use	of	 force	was	 reasonable	given	 that	Sheehan	keptcoming	 at	 the	 officers	 until	 she	 was	 only	 a	 few	 feet	 away.	 "At	 this	 point,	 the	 use	 ofpotentially	 deadly	 force	 was	 justified.	 Nothing	 in	 the	 Fourth	 Amendment	 barred	 "[the
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officers]	from	protecting	themselves,	even	though	it	meant	firing	multiple	rounds."	なぬの	S.Ct.	at	なばばの	ゅciting	Plumhoff	v.	Rickard,	のばに	U.S.	__,	なぬね	S.	Ct.	にどなに,	にどにに	ゅにどなねょょ.		As	noted	in	Sheehan,	there	are	numerous	court	decisions	that	have	upheld	the	use	offorce	upon	an	armed	but	mentally	ill	citizen.	See	Bates	v.	Chesterfield	County,	になは	F.	ぬd	ぬはば,ぬばに	 ゅねth	 Cir.	 にどどどょ	 ゅ"knowledge	 of	 a	 person's	 disability	 simply	 cannot	 foreclose	 officersfrom	 protecting	 themselves,	 the	 disabled	 person,	 and	 the	 general	 public"ょ;	 Sanders	 v.
Minneapolis,	 ねばね	 F.ぬd	 のにぬ,	 のにば	 ゅぱth	 Cir.	 にどどばょ;	Menuel	 v.	Atlanta,	 にの	 F.ぬd	 ひひど	 ゅななth	 Cir.なひひねょ	ゅrejecting	excessive	force	claim	arising	from	use	of	deadly	force	to	try	to	apprehenda	mentally	 ill	 man	 who	 had	 a	 knife	 and	 was	 hiding	 behind	 a	 door"ょ.	 See	 also	 Estate	 of

Larsen,	ex	rel.	Sturdivant	v.	Murr,	のなな	F.ぬd	なにのの	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどぱょゅofficer's	use	of	lethal	forcewas	 objectively	 reasonable	 where	 suspect	 was	 armed	 with	 large	 knife,	 had	 threatenedviolence	 against	 himself	 and	 others,	 had	 refused	 to	 drop	 the	 knife,	 and	 was	 advancingtowards	the	officerょ.
2. Clark's	claim	that	the	officer's	"provoked"	and	"escalated"	the	confrontationClark	relies	heavily	on	Allen	v.	Muskogee,	ななひ	F.ぬd	ぱぬば,	ぱねな	ゅなどth	Cir.	なひひばょ.		Allendid	opine	that	any	analysis	of	a	use	of	force	may	include	a	consideration	of	╉╅whether	[theofficers']	own	reckless	or	deliberate	conduct	during	the	seizure	unreasonably	created	theneed	to	use	such	force.╆╊	ななひ	F.ぬd	at	ぱねど	ゅなどth	Cir.なひひばょ	ゅquoting	Sevier	v.	City	of	Lawrence,はど	F.ぬd	はひの,	はひひ	ゅなどth	Cir.なひひのょょ.		But	the	Tenth	Circuit	has	repeatedly	cautioned	that	thisconsideration	is	simply	an	examination	of	the	"totality	of	the	circumstances."		Additionally,the	 Tenth	 Circuit	 has	 emphasized	 that	 in	 Allen	 the	 denial	 of	 summary	 judgment	 to	 theofficers	was	based	upon	a	specific	dispute	of	fact	over	eyewitness	testimony.		)n	Allen	theplaintiff	 asserted	 that	 the	 officers	 ran	 up	 to	 a	 suicidal	 man	 sitting	 alone	 in	 his	 car,
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"screaming"	commands,	rushed	the	car	and	tried	to	wrestle	away	the	gun	from	his	hand.	Because	of	this	factual	dispute,	and	because	the	defendants	had	not	raised	the	defense	ofqualified	 immunity	ゅwhich	 imposes	a	higher	standard	of	reviewょ,	 the	officer's	motion	 forsummary	 judgment	 was	 denied.	 See	 discussion	 of	 the	 limitations	 of	 Allen	 at	Medina,	 p.ななぬぬ. )n	Medina	 v.	 Cram,	 にのに	 F.ぬd	 ななにね,	 ななぬに‐ぬぬ	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどどなょ,	 the	 Tenth	 Circuitcautioned	 that	 "the	 conduct	 arguably	 creating	 the	 need	 for	 force	 must	 be	 immediatelyconnected	 with	 the	 seizure	 and	 must	 rise	 to	 the	 level	 of	 recklessness,	 rather	 thannegligence.	The	primary	focus	of	our	inquiry,	therefore,	remains	on	whether	the	officer	wasin	danger	at	the	exact	moment	of	the	threat	of	force."		[Emphasis	added].		This	Circuit	hasupheld	the	actions	of	the	officers	in	approaching	and	attempting	to	seize	a	mentally	ill,	evensuicidal,	suspect.	 	)n	Medina,	 the	Tenth	Circuit	held	that	the	officers	did	not	unreasonablyprovoke	or	escalate	 the	situation	by	 failing	 to	 take	cover	and	 instead	acting	 to	prevent	asuspect	 they	 believed	 to	 be	 armed	 from	 escaping.	 The	 Tenth	 Circuit	 also	 rejected	 theplaintiff's	claim	that	the	officers	made	various	tactical	errors	because	any	such	errors	didnot	╉rise	to	the	level	of	reckless	or	deliberate	conduct.╊	Medina,	at	ななぬに.		)n	Jiron	v.	City	of

Lakewood,	 ぬひに	 F.ぬd	 ねなど	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどどねょ,	 the	 officer	 was	 accused	 of	 "recklessly	 andintentionally	 creat[ing]	 a	 situation	 in	 which	 deadly	 force	 was	 necessary	 by	 corneringPlaintiff	 in	 the	 back	 bedroom,	 repeatedly	 ordering	 Plaintiff	 out	 of	 the	 bedroom,	 andattempting	to	open	the	bedroom	door	even	though	Plaintiff	had	no	means	of	escape."		)d.,	atp.	 ねなぱ.	 	 The	Tenth	Circuit	 held	 that	 the	officer's	decision	 to	 enter	 the	bedroom	 "was	 farfrom	reckless"	especially	considering	that	the	plaintiff	had	grabbed	a	knife,	retreated	into	abedroom,	threatened	to	kill	herself,	and	had	tried	to	escape	out	a	bedroom	window.		
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(ere,	 Clark	 was	 not	 passively	 sitting	 alone	 in	 his	 room,	 contemplating	 possiblesuicide.	 (e	 had	 already	 committed	 a	 violent	 felony,	 was	 glaring	 at	 the	 officers	 whilebrandishing	 the	 など‐inch	 knife,	making	 a	 variety	 of	 hostile	 and	 erratic	 gestures,	 and	wasstanding	 on	 a	 porch	 with	 the	 ability	 to	 leave	 the	 porch	 and	 head	 for	 the	 surroundingneighborhood	at	any	time.	The	officers	had	a	legitimate	concern	that	Clark	might	leave	theporch	armed	with	 the	knife	and	head	 toward	 them	or	others	 in	 the	neighborhood.	Clarkcould	 have	 also	 re‐entered	 his	 house	 and	 armed	 himself	 with	 more	 weapons.	 )t	 wasreasonable	 for	 the	officers	 to	approach	and	use	 the	pepperball	 launcher	 to	 try	 to	disarmClark.	 The	 fact	 that	 Clark	 was	mentally	 ill	 does	 not	 change	 the	 threat.	Hassan	 v.	 City	 of

Minneapolis,	 ねぱひ	F.ぬd	ひなね,	 ひにど	 ゅぱth	Cir.	 にどどばょ	 ゅ╉(assan	 argues	 the	officers	 should	haveknown	 Jeilani's	 behavior	 indicated	 he	 was	 mentally	 ill,	 and	 thus,	 their	 conduct	 wasunreasonable.	 (owever,	 even	 if	 Jeilani	 were	mentally	 ill,	 Jeilani's	 mental	 state	 does	 notchange	 the	 fact	 he	 posed	 a	 deadly	 threat	 to	 the	 officers	 and	 the	 public.╊ょ.	 	 Under	 thesecircumstances,	 even	 in	 consideration	 of	 Clark's	mental	 health	 status,	 the	 decision	 of	 theofficers	to	approach	and	take	steps	to	disarm	and	apprehend	Clark	did	not	violate	Clark'sconstitutional	rights	under	the	Fourth	Amendment.	Clark	 relies	 heavily	 on	 the	 conclusions	 of	 his	 expert	 witness	 Darrell	 Coslin.	 	 Mr.Coslin	 opines	 that	 the	 officers	 did	 not	 adequately	 consider	 Clark's	mental	 health	 issues,that	 the	 officers	 should	 have	 behaved	 differently	 in	 dealing	with	 Clark,	 that	 the	 officers"failed	to	consider"	other	options	in	dealing	with	Clark,	that	there	was	no	true	"exigency,"and	that	the	officers	acted	hastily	and	should	have	spent	more	time	dealing	with	Clark.	TheSupreme	Court	has	firmly	rejected	this	type	of	"evidence."	 	 )t	 is	well	established	that,	╉solong	as	a	reasonable	officer	could	have	believed	his	conduct	was	justified,	a	plaintiff	cannot
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avoid	summary	judgment	by	simply	producing	an	expert's	report	that	an	officer's	behaviorleading	up	to	the	deadly	confrontation	was	imprudent,	inappropriate	or	even	reckless.╊	City
and	 County	 of	 San	 Francisco,	 Calif.	 v.	 Sheehan,	 なぬの	 S.Ct.	 なばはの,	 なばばば	 ゅにどなのょ	 ゅquotationomittedょ.	ぬ. There	is	no	basis	to	establish	liability	of	Defendant	Colbert		Clark's	 excessive	 force	 claim	 under	 the	 Fourth	 Amendment	 fails	 under	 the	 firstprong	of	 the	analysis.	 	There	 is	no	predicate	existence	of	 any	excessive	 force.	That	pointalone	justifies	summary	dismissal	of	Clark's	excessive	force	claim.	To	impose	supervisoryliability,	 a	 plaintiff	 first	 must	 ╉establish	 the	 supervisor's	 subordinates	 violated	 the[C]onstitution.╊	 Dodds	 v.	 Richardson,	 はなね	 F.ぬd	 ななぱの,	 ななひの	 ゅなどth	 Cir.にどなどょ	 ゅinternalquotation	marks	omittedょ.Additionally,	 Clark	 has	 failed	 to	 present	 any	 basis	 for	 liability	 against	 DefendantColbert.		To	establish	supervisory	liability	against	Defendant	Colbert,	Clark	must	establishthree	 elements:	 ゅなょ	 personal	 involvement;	 ゅにょ	 causation,	 and	 ゅぬょ	 state	 of	mind.	Dodds	 v.
Richardson,	はなね	F.ぬd	ななぱの,	ななひひ–にどど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなどょ;	Schneider	v.	City	of	Grand	Junction

Police	Dep't,	ばなば	F.ぬd	ばはど,	ばはば–はひ	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなぬょ.
4. Personal	Involvement	 Clark	has	failed	to	establish	any	"personal	involvement"	by	Defendant	Colbert	thatcaused	any	excessive	use	of	force.	Plaintiff	relies	on	Allen	v.	Muskogee,	ななひ	F.ぬd	ぱぬば	ゅなどthCir.	なひひばょ,	for	the	proposition	that	the	reasonableness	of	the	Defendant's	actions	dependson	"whether	the	officers	were	in	danger	at	the	precise	moment	that	they	used	force	and	onwhether	Defendants'	own	reckless	or	deliberate	conduct	during	the	seizure	unreasonablycreated	the	need	to	use	such	force."		Allen,	at	ぱねど.		Defendant	Colbert	arrived	on	the	scene
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after	 seven	other	Broken	Arrow	Police	Department	officers	were	on	 the	 scene,	 includingCaptain	 DuFriend.	 	 When	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 arrived,	 he	 advised	 Captain	 Dufriend	 of	 theBroken	 Arrow	 Police	 Department,	 that	 Captain	 Dufriend	 had	 control	 of	 the	 scene	 anddeferred	 to	 the	 Broken	 Arrow	 Captain	 to	 "do	 what	 you	 have	 to	 do."	 Captain	 Dufriendformulated	 a	 plan	 of	 action	 and	 assigned	 tasks	 to	 the	 officers	 on	 scene.	 Although	 Clarkclaims	that	Broken	Arrow's	use	of	the	pepper	ball	launcher	somehow	"recklessly"	escalatedthe	 confrontation,	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 had	 no	 involvement	 in	 directing	 any	 officer	 to	 use	 thepepper	ball	 launcher.	 Clark	has	 failed	 to	 establish	 that	Colbert	was	 responsible	 for	whatClark	labels	as	"reckless"	provocation.	
5. Causation

	 “A	 plaintiff	 [must]	 establish	 the	 ╅requisite	 causal	 connection╆	 by	 showing	 ╅thedefendant	set	 in	motion	a	series	of	events	that	the	defendant	knew	or	reasonably	shouldhave	known	would	cause	others	to	deprive	the	plaintiff	of	her	constitutional	rights.╆╊	Dodds
v.	Richardson,	はなね	F.ぬd	at	ななぱの	ゅquoting	Poolaw	v.	Marcantel,	のはの	F.ぬd	ばにな,	ばぬに–ぬぬ	ゅなどthCir.	 にどどひょょ.	 	 Clark	 must	 show	 more	 than	 a	 supervisor's	 "mere	 knowledge	 of	 hissubordinate's	conduct."		Schneider,	ばなば	F.ぬd	at	ばはば	ゅquoting	Ashcroft	v.	Iqbal,	ののは	U.S.	ははに,はばば,	 なにひ	 S.Ct.	 なひぬば	 ゅにどどひょょ.	 	 )n	 the	 instant	 case,	 the	 events	 that	 Clark	 points	 to	 as	 anescalation	 or	 provocation	 of	 the	 incident	which	 Clark	 claims	 led	 to	 the	 use	 of	 force,	 theapproach	of	the	BAPD	officers	and	the	use	of	the	pepperball	 launcher	by	BAPD,	were	notdirected	by	Sheriff	Colbert,	but	at	the	direction	of	Captain	DuFriend,	an	officer	of	a	separatelaw	 enforcement	 agency,	 the	 Broken	 Arrow	 Police	 Department.	 	 Although	 Clark	 accusesColbert	of	having	knowledge	of	BAPD	plan,	this	fails	to	show	that	Colbert	was	the	movingforce	behind	the	actions	taken	by	the	officers	at	the	scene.		
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6. State	of	mind)n	order	to	establish	the	third	element,	state	of	mind,	necessary	to	extend	liability	toDefendant	Colbert,	Clark	must	establish	a	culpable	state	of	mind	equal	to	that	required	toestablish	the	underlying	constitutional	violation.		Dodds v. Richardson, 614 F.3d 1185, 1195

(10th Cir. 2010).	 	 	Specifically,	╉[l]iability	of	a	supervisor	under	§	なひぱぬ	must	be	predicatedon	the	supervisor╆s	deliberate	 indifference.╊	Green	v.	Branson,	などぱ	F.ぬd	なにひは,	なぬどに	ゅなどthCir.	なひひばょ;	see	also	Serna	v.	Colo.	Dept.	of	Corr.,	ねのの	F.ぬd	ななねは	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどはょ.	)t	is	well‐established	 that	 in	 the	 ╉context	 of	 supervisor	 liability	under	§	なひぱぬ,	 ╅mere	negligence╆	 isnot	enough.╊	Serna,	のねね	F.ぬd	at	ななのね.		Clark	has	failed	to	show	that	Colbert	had	a	culpablestate	of	mind	or	that	he	knew	╉he	was	creating	a	situation	that	created	a	substantial	risk	ofharm.╊	See	)d.	at	ななのの.	The	record	shows	that	Colbert	believed	BAPD	was	more	equippedto	handle	the	standoff	with	Clark	and	that	the	goal	of	BAPD's	plan	was	to	arrest	of	Plaintiffwithout	harming	him	or	others.	Clark	has	offered	no	evidence	to	contradict	that	purpose,such	as	a	pattern	or	practice	of	prior	constitutional	abuses	by	Colbert	or	his	subordinates.	Clark	 must	 establish	 the	 liability	 of	 each	 supervisory	 official	 and,	 while	 ╉[i]t	 may	 betempting	to	name	every	individual	in	the	chain	of	command,	.	.	.	that	alone	is	insufficient	tosurvive	summary	judgment.╊	Id.Thus,	in	addition	to	failing	to	show	an	underlying	constitutional	violation,	Clark	hasfailed	to	establish	any	basis	for	holding	Defendant	Colbert	liable	for	any	of	Clark╆s	claimedinjuries.	
B.		Plaintiff's	Deprivation	of	Liberty	ClaimAs	 previously	 discussed,	 after	 the	 shooting,	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 spoke	with	 the	mediaabout	the	 incident	and	stated	that	officers	had	╉tried	everything	they	could	do	that╆s	 less
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lethal.╊	Colbert	also	stated	that	╉two	or	three	different	negotiators	[tried]	to	talk	to	him,	butit	 just	wasn╆t	happening,╊	and	that	Clark	╉broke	and	charged	at	 the	officers.╊	Colbert	alsostated	to	the	media	that	the	officers	deployed	non‐lethal	pepper	balls,	tasers,	and	firearmsat	Clark	when	he	was	within	feet	of	the	officers.	 	The	Assistant	District	Attorney	handlingthe	prosecution	of	Clark	 stated	 that	 statements	made	by	Colbert	 to	 the	media	played	norole	 in	the	decision	made	by	the	District	Attorney╆s	Office	to	file	criminal	charges	againstGary	Clark.	
Clark asserts that "false and misleading statements" allegedly made by Sheriff Colbert to

the media led to Clark being arrested and criminally prosecuted for assault and battery with a

deadly weapon. In the briefing before the Court, Clark	 characterizes	 his	 "Deprivation	 ofLiberty"	claim	as	a	"stigma	plus"	claim	asserted	under	the	Fourteenth	Amendment.	 A	 "governmental	 defamation,	 coupled	with	 an	 alteration	 in	 legal	 status,	 violates	 aliberty	 interest	 that	 triggers	procedural	due	process	protection."	 	Brown	v.	Montoya,	 ははにF.ぬd	 ななのに,	 ななはば	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどななょ.	 	 Clark's	 assertion	 that	 Sheriff	 Colbert	 violated	 the	DueProcess	Clause,	requires	Clark	to	demonstrate:	ゅなょ	the	government	made	a	statement	abouthim	or	her	that	is	sufficiently	derogatory	to	injure	his	or	her	reputation,	that	is	capable	ofbeing	 proved	 false,	 and	 that	 he	 or	 she	 asserts	 is	 false,	 and	 ゅにょ	 the	 plaintiff	 experiencedsome	 governmentally	 imposed	 burden	 that	 ╉significantly	 altered	 [his	 or]	 her	 status	 as	 amatter	of	state	law.╊	Paul	v.	Davis,	ねにね	U.S.	はひぬ,	ばどな,	ばなひど‐なな;	ひは	S.Ct.	ななのの,	ねば	L.Ed.にd	ねどのゅなひばはょ.	This	is	sometimes	described	as	the	╉stigma	plus╊	standard.Under	this	standard,	Clark	must	first	establish	that	the	statements	of	Colbert	to	thepress	were	false.		See	Gwinn	v.	Awmiller,	ぬのね	F.ぬd	なになな,	なになは	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどねょ,	holding	thatthe	 elements	 for	 this	 claim	 include	 proof	 that	 the	 "government	made	 a	 statement	 about
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him	or	her	that	is	sufficiently	derogatory	to	injure	his	or	her	reputation,	that	is	capable	ofbeing	proved	false,	and	that	he	or	she	asserts	as	false".		 B e c a u s e 	 C o l b e r t 	 m a d e 	 n oreference	to	Clark's	mental	health	status	in	his	comments	to	the	press,	Clark	complains	thatthis	was	a	suggestion	to	the	press	that	Clark	charged	the	officers	"with	his	mental	facultiesfully	 intact."	 	As	previously	discussed,	Clark	was	standing	on	 the	porch	with	a	knife,	washolding	 off	 the	 police	 in	 a	 standoff,	 and	 was	 making	 obscene	 gestures	 at	 the	 police.	Colbert's	comments	are	understandable	given	that	Clark	had	refused	to	drop	the	knife	orcome	off	of	the	porch,	even	when	faced	with	a	number	of	police	officers,	who	tried	to	talk	toClark	 and	persuade	him	 to	 drop	 the	 knife.	 	 The	 record	before	 the	Court	 establishes	 thatClark	 was	 in	 a	 standoff	 with	 the	 police	 for	 ねば	 minutes	 and	 that	 after	 the	 officers	 triedrepeatedly	 to	 persuade	 Clark	 to	 drop	 the	 knife,	 and	 finally	 resorted	 to	 the	 pepperballlauncher,	 that	 Clark	 broke	 and	 charged	 the	 officers.	 	 Under	 this	 set	 of	 facts,	 Colbert'scomments	were	not	defamatory.Clark	claims	that	Colbert's	statement	to	the	press	"found	its	way	into	the	probablecause	 affidavit	 supporting	 Mr.	 Clark's	 arrest."	 Clark	 has	 failed	 to	 establish	 any	 factualsupport	for	any	accusation	that	Colbert's	statements	to	the	press	were	transferred	into	theprobable	 cause	 affidavit.	 	 The	 summary	 judgment	 record	 shows	 that	 the	 probable	 causeaffidavit	 filed	 in	 connection	 with	 the	 criminal	 charges	 against	 Clark	 was	 prepared	 byWagoner	County	Major	Dustin	Dorr.			Clark	does	not	claim	that	any	of	the	statements	madein	 the	 affidavit	 are	 actually	 false,	 just	 that	 the	 affidavit	 should	 have	 included	 acharacterization	 of	 Mr.	 Clark	 as	 mentally	 ill.	 	 This	 is	 insufficient	 to	 show	 that	 Colbertpersonally	defamed	Clark	 in	 the	affidavit.	Clark	has	 failed	 to	establish	 that	Colbert	had	arole	in	the	preparation	of	the	affidavit.	
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Clark's	claim	that	the	prosecution	may	have	relied	upon	a	false	characterization	byColbert	 is	 unsupported	 by	 the	 record.	 	 The	 prosecuting	 attorney	 was	 not	 aware	 of	 thecontents	 of	 Colbert's	 statements	 to	 the	 press.	 Clark	 has	 failed	 to	 show	 any	 causal	 linkbetween	 Colbert╆s	 statements	 to	 the	 media	 and	 the	 district	 attorney╆s	 later	 decision	 toprosecute	Clark	for	assault	and	battery.		See	Kennedy	v.	Smith,	にのひ	Fed.	Appx.	なのど	ゅなどth	Cir.にどどばょ;	Hall	v.	Kan.	Comm’n	on	Veteran’s	Affairs,	にどなに	WL	ななひねぬぬな	ゅD.	Kan.	April	ひ,	にどなにょ.
There is no evidence to support the claim that any statements made by Colbert regarding

the events of August 18, 2014, led to a false arrest or malicious prosecution of Gary Clark.  The

summary judgment record includes the sworn statement from the Assistant District Attorney

involved in the criminal prosecution of Gary Clark. The Assistant District Attorney affirmed that

he was not aware of any comments Sheriff Colbert may have made about this incident to the

press; and affirmed that any comments to the press had no effect on any criminal prosecution of

Clark.  Additionally, the summary judgment record notes the judicial determination of probable

cause for the charges filed against Clark.  The preliminary hearing was held in the criminal

action on January 27, 2015. Gary Clark was represented by counsel during the hearing. The

Wagoner County District Court found that probable cause existed to support the charges against

Gary Clark.  Additionally,	Clark	misapprehends	 the	"stigma	plus"	 test.	The	"stigma	plus"	 test	 isnot	satisfied	merely	by	claiming	that	Sheriff	Colbert	failed	to	include	comments	to	the	pressabout	 Clark's	 mental	 health	 status,	 and	 that	 a	 criminal	 prosecution	 followed.	 The	 DueProcess	clause	of	the	Fourteenth	Amendment	provides	protection	for	liberty	and	propertyinterests.		(owever,	not	every	interest	is	protected	by	the	Due	Process	Clause.		The	"stigmaplus"	 test	was	developed	 to	 identify	whether	or	not	 a	protectable	 interest	 existed	which
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might	 be	 subject	 to	 protection	 under	 the	 Due	 Process	 Clause	 of	 the	 FourteenthAmendment.	 	 That	 is,	 under	 the	 stigma	 plus	 test,	 reputation	 alone	 is	 not	 an	 interestprotected	by	the	Due	Process	Clause.		To	 show	 he	 was	 entitled	 to	 due	 process,	 Clark	 must	 show	 both	 a	 defamationゅstigmaょ	plus	 the	deprivation	of	some	additional	 right	or	 interest.	 	Paul	v.	Davis,	ねにね	U.S.はひぬ,	 ばなど‐なな	 ゅなひばはょ;	Guttman	 v.	Khalsa,	 ははひ	 F.ぬd	 ななどな,	 ななにの	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどなにょ;	Gwinn	 v.

Awmiller,	ぬのね	F.ぬd	なになな,	なになは	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどどねょ;	Nixon	v.	City	and	County	of	Denver,	ばぱね	F.ぬdなぬはね,	 なぬはぱ	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどなのょ.	 Clark's	 complaint	 that	 Colbert	 erred	 when	 he	 did	 notemphasize	 Clark's	 mental	 health	 status	 in	 his	 statements	 to	 the	 press	 is	 at	 best	 anaccusation	of	negligence	on	the	part	of	Sheriff	Colbert.	(owever,	a	plaintiff	must	show	thatthe	Defendant	was	more	than	simply	negligent	to	establish	a	procedural	due	process	claim.See	Brown	v.	Montoya,	ははに	F.ぬd	ななのに,	ななばど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどななょ.But	even	if	it	is	assumed	that	Clark	has	established	a	protectable	liberty	interest,	theCourt	must	determine	 if	procedural	due	process	was	afforded	 to	Clark.	Even	 if	 the	Courtassumes	 that	 a	 protectable	 liberty	 interest	 has	 been	 implicated,	 at	 that	 point	 the	 Courtmust	determine	the	appropriate	level	of	process	that	should	be	afforded	for	the	protectionof	that	liberty	interest.	 	The	Tenth	Circuit	has	identified	the	elements	of	a	procedural	dueprocess	 claim:	 to	 determine	 whether	 an	 individual	 was	 denied	 procedural	 due	 process,╉Courts	 must	 engage	 in	 a	 two	 step	 inquiry:	 ゅなょ	 did	 the	 individual	 possess	 a	 protectedinterest	 such	 that	 the	 due	 process	 protections	 were	 applicable;	 and	 if	 so,	 ゅにょ	 was	 theindividual	 afforded	 an	 appropriate	 level	 of	 process."	 ははに	 F.ぬd	 at	 ななはば,	 quoting	 from
Merrifield	 v.	Board	 of	 Cnty	 Comm’rs,	 はのね	 F.ぬd	 などばぬ,	 などばぱ	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどななょ.	 	 )n	Brown	 v.

Montoya,	 ははに	F.ぬd	ななのに,	 ななはば	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどななょ,	 relying	upon	 the	 "stigma	plus"	 test	 after
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finding	the	plaintiff	had	pled	sufficient	facts	to	show	a	protected	liberty	interest,	the	Courtturned	to	the	next	step	in	the	analysis.		The	Tenth	Circuit	determined	that	before	an	inmatecan	 be	 classified	 as	 a	 sex	 offender,	 the	 inmate	 is	 entitled	 to	 "notice	 of	 the	 charges,	 anopportunity	to	present	witnesses	and	evidence	in	defense	of	those	charges,	and	a	writtenstatement	by	the	fact	finder	of	the	evidence	relied	on	and	the	reasons	for	the	disciplinaryaction."	[)d.]	at	ななはぱ,	quoting	from	Gwinn,	ぬのね	F.ぬd	at	なになひ.	Because	the	inmate	was	givenno	due	process	before	he	was	placed	into	the	sex	offender	probation	unit	and	directed	toregister	as	a	sex	offender,	the	inmate's	case	was	allowed	to	proceed.		Clark	makes	no	effort	 to	demonstrate	 that	he	was	denied	procedural	due	processwhen	he	was	later	charged	with	a	felony	for	stabbing	his	brother	and	charging	the	officerswith	 an	 upraised	 knife.	 	 The	 Court	 has	 reviewed	 the	 records	 related	 to	 the	 criminalprosecution	 of	 Clark	 in	 the	 Wagoner	 County	 District	 Court.	 The	 record	 reflects	 that	 aprobable	cause	affidavit	was	prepared,	 the	criminal	 information	was	 filed,	and	that	Clarkwas	given	notice	of	all	charges.	)t	further	indicates	that	counsel	was	appointed	for	Clark,	hewas	 advised	 of	 the	 witnesses	 and	 evidence	 against	 him,	 and	 he	 had	 the	 opportunity	 toconfront	 and	 challenge	 the	 prosecution's	 witnesses	 and	 evidence	 at	 the	 preliminaryhearing.	As	such,	Clark	was	afforded	ample	due	process	through	the	subsequent	criminalprocess.	See	Graham	v.	City	of	Philadelphia,	ねどに	F.ぬd	なぬひ	ゅぬrd	Cir.	にどどのょ.
C.		Colbert's	claim	of	qualified	immunityWhen	a	defendant	 asserts	qualified	 immunity,	 the	burden	 shifts	 to	 the	plaintiff	 todemonstrate:	ゅiょ	that	the	defendant's	actions	violated	his	constitutional	or	statutory	rights;and	 ゅiiょ	 that	 the	 right	was	 clearly	 established	 at	 the	 time	of	 the	 alleged	misconduct.	 See

Riggins	 v.	Goodman,	 のばに	 F.ぬd	 ななどな,	 ななどば	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 にどどひょ;	Martinez	 v.	Beggs,	 のはぬ	 F.ぬd
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などぱに,	などぱぱ	ゅなどth	Cir.にどどひょ.	The	qualified	 immunity	doctrine	gives	╉╅government	officialsbreathing	 room	 to	 make	 reasonable	 but	 mistaken	 judgments,╆	 and	 ╅protects	 all	 but	 theplainly	incompetent	or	those	who	knowingly	violate	the	law.╊╆	Carroll	v.	Carman,	なぬの	S.	Ct.ぬねぱ,	ぬのど	ゅにどなねょ	ゅquoting	Ashcroft	v.	al‐Kidd,	のはぬ	U.S.	ばぬな,	ばねぬ	ゅにどななょょ.	╉The	protection	ofqualified	 immunity	 applies	 regardless	 of	 whether	 the	 government	 official's	 error	 is	 amistake	of	law,	a	mistake	of	fact,	or	a	mistake	based	on	mixed	questions	of	law	and	fact.╊	
Pearson	v.	Callahan,	ののの	U.S.	at	ににぬ,	にぬな	ゅinternal	quotation	marks	omittedょ.	Thus,	even	ifan	 officer's	 conduct	 has	 violated	 the	 Fourth	 Amendment,	 he	 is	 entitled	 to	 qualifiedimmunity	unless	the	officer	violated	a	╉clearly	established╊	constitutional	right.		Plumhoff	v.
Rickard,	なぬね	S.	Ct.	にどなに,	にどにに‐にぬ	ゅにどなねょ.	The	plaintiff	bears	the	burden	to	show	that	thecontours	of	the	right	were	clearly	established	at	the	time	of	the	alleged	misconduct.	Kerns	v.
Bader,	ははぬ	F.ぬd	ななばぬ,	ななぱど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどななょ	The	Plaintiff	must	establish	that	the	law	wasclearly	 established	 "beyond	debate."	al‐Kidd,	 at	 ばねな;	Estate	of	Booker	v.	Gomez,	 ばねの	F.ぬdねどの,	ねなな	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなねょ.The	 Supreme	Court	 ╉ha[s]	 repeatedly	 told	 courts	not	 to	define	 clearly	 establishedlaw	at	 a	high	 level	of	 generality.╊	Mullenix,	 なぬは	S.Ct.	 at	ぬどぱ.	 ゅquotations	and	punctuationomittedょ.	 According	 to	 the	 Supreme	 Court,	 ╉[t]he	 dispositive	 question	 is	 whether	 theviolative	 nature	 of	 particular	 conduct	 is	 clearly	 established.╊	 )d.	 ゅquotations	 omittedょゅemphasis	 in	 originalょ.	 Furthermore,	 ╉[t]his	 inquiry	 must	 be	 undertaken	 in	 light	 of	 thespecific	context	of	 the	case,	not	as	a	broad	general	proposition.╊	 )d.	ゅquotations	omittedょ.Additionally,	╉[s]uch	specificity	is	especially	important	in	the	Fourth	Amendment	context,where	 the	Court	 has	 recognized	 that	 it	 is	 sometimes	difficult	 for	 an	officer	 to	determinehow	the	relevant	legal	doctrine,	here	excessive	force,	will	apply	to	the	factual	situation	the
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officer	 confronts.╊	 )d.	 ゅquotations	and	punctuation	omittedょ.	The	Supreme	Court	 recentlyheld	 that	 judges	 should	 reject	 the	 invitation	 to	 pick	 among	 tactical	 alternatives	 indetermining	 the	 reasonableness	 of	 a	 use	 of	 force.	Mullenix	 v.	 Luna,	 なぬは	 S.	 Ct.	 ぬどの,	 ぬどぱゅにどなのょ	 ゅper	 curiamょ	 ゅrejecting	 suggestion	 that	 officer	 should	 have	waited	 to	 see	 if	 tire‐deflation	device	worked	before	shooting	at	engine	block	of	fleeing	vehicleょ.As	 previously	 discussed,	 there	 is	 no	 underlying	 constitutional	 violation	 that	 willsupport	 the	denial	 of	 qualified	 immunity.	 	Additionally,	 Clark	has	presented	no	evidencethat	Sheriff	Colbert	was	the	one	that	personally	participated	in	and/or	directed	actions	thatClark	claims	violated	his	constitutional	rights.		Clark	complains	that	the	officers	should	have	approached	him	differently,	not	usedthe	pepper	ball	launcher,	and	instead	summoned	a	mental	health	professional	to	the	scenein	order	to	accommodate	Clark's	mental	illness.	[Amended	Complaint,	¶	のば].	But	Clark	hasfailed	 to	 establish	 clearly	 established	 law	 that	would	brand	 the	officers╆	 failure	 to	 followClark╆s	suggested	alternative	tactics	as	a	violation	of	the	Constitution.		Clark╆s	╉bad	tactics╊	argument	follows	the	same	path	as	the	argument	presented	in	
Sheehan.	 	There,	the	Ninth	Circuit	had	ruled	that	 it	was	clearly	established	that	an	officercannot	 ╉forcibly	 enter	 the	 home	 of	 an	 armed,	 mentally	 ill	 subject	 who	 had	 been	 actingirrationally	and	had	threatened	anyone	who	entered	when	there	was	no	objective	need	forimmediate	 entry.╊	 Sheehan	 vs.	 San	 Francisco,	 ばねぬ	 F.ぬd	 なになな,	 なににひ	 ゅひth	 Cir.	 にどなねょ.	(owever,	 on	 certiorari	 review,	 the	 Supreme	 Court	 rejected	 the	 idea	 that	 there	was	 any"robust	consensus	of	cases"	on	this	point:		"Rather,	we	simply	decide	whether	the	officers'failure	 to	 accommodate	 Sheehan's	 illness	 violated	 clearly	 established	 law.	 It	 did	 not."
Sheehan,	 at	 なばばの	 ゅemphasis	 addedょ.	 See	 also	 Sheehan	 at	 p.	 なばばぱ:	 "[N]o	 such	 consensus
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exists	here.		)f	anything,	the	opposite	may	be	true.		See,	e.g.,	Bates	v.	Chesterfield	County,	になはF.ぬd	ぬはば,	 ぬばに	 ゅC.A.ね	 にどどどょ	 ゅ╉Knowledge	 of	 a	 person's	 disability	 simply	 cannot	 forecloseofficers	from	protecting	themselves,	the	disabled	person,	and	the	general	public╊ょ;	Sanders
v.	Minneapolis,	ねばね	F.ぬd	のにぬ,	のにば	ゅC.A.ぱ	にどどばょ	ゅfollowing	Bates,	supra	ょ;	Menuel	v.	Atlanta,にの	F.ぬd	ひひど	ゅC.A.なな	なひひねょ	ゅupholding	use	of	deadly	force	to	try	to	apprehend	a	mentally	illman	who	had	a	knife	and	was	hiding	behind	a	doorょ."The	authorities	cited	by	Clark	are	neither	controlling	nor	persuasive.		Allen	must	beread	 in	conjunction	with	Sheehan.	As	 in	Allen,	Sheehan	argued	 that	 the	officers	provokedthe	 confrontation	 by	 entering	 her	 room.	 The	 Ninth	 Circuit	 accepted	 this	 argument	 anddenied	 the	 claim	 of	 qualified	 immunity	 holding	 that	 it	 was	 clearly	 established	 that	 anofficer	 cannot	 "forcibly	 enter	 the	 home	 of	 an	 armed,	 mentally	 ill	 subject	 who	 had	 beenacting	 irrationally	and	had	 threatened	anyone	who	entered	when	 there	was	no	objectiveneed	 for	 immediate	 entry."	 Sheehan	 v.	 City	 and	 County	 of	 San	 Francisco,	 ばねぬ	 F.ぬd	 なになな,なににひ	 ゅひth	Cir.	にどなねょ.	 	But	 the	Supreme	Court	 rejected	 the	argument	 that	a	 constitutionalviolation	can	be	based	on	an	officer's	behavior	leading	up	to	the	use	of	force.	See	Sheehan,なぬの	 S.Ct.	 なばはの,	 なばばば	 [holding	 that,	 even	 if	 the	 officers	misjudged	 the	 situation,	 Sheehancannot	"'establish	a	Fourth	Amendment	violation	based	merely	on	bad	tactics	that	result	ina	deadly	confrontation	that	could	have	been	avoided.'"	quoting	Billington	v.	Smith,	にひに	F.ぬdななばば,	ななひど	ゅひth	Cir.	にどどにょ].		This	proposition	from	Billington,	which	was	endorsed	by	the	Supreme	Court	in	
Sheehan,	is	firmly	established.		Lal	v.	California,	ばねは	F.ぬd	なななに,	なななぱ	ゅひth	Cir.	にどなねょ	ゅ╉Thus,even	assuming	that	it	might	have	been	possible	for	the	officers	to	have	given	[the	suicidalsuspect]	a	wider	berth,	under	our	opinion	in	Billington,	there	is	no	requirement	that	such
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an	alternative	be	explored.╊ょ;	George	v.	Morris,	ばぬは	F.ぬd	ぱにひ,	ぱぬひ	n.なね	ゅrejecting	expert'spre‐shooting,	 police‐tactics	 criticisms,	 including	 the	 failure	 to	 gather	 intelligence	 beforeentering	the	back	yard,	bringing	assault	rifles,	and	failing	to	set	up	a	non‐confrontationalperimeterょ;	Reynolds	v.	County	of	San	Diego,	ぱね	F.ぬd	ななはに,	ななばど	ゅひth	Cir.	なひひはょ	ゅrejectingexpert's	testimony	that	the	shooting	deputy	╉should	have	called	for	back‐up,	talked	to	[theemotionally	 disturbed	 person]	 in	 calm	 tones,	 and	 refrained	 from	 approaching	 [the	 EDP]while	he	had	the	knife╊ょ.Courts	 have	 recognized	 that	 claims	 that	 the	 plaintiff's	 constitutional	 rights	 wereviolated	 by	 officers	 "provoking"	 or	 escalating	 a	 confrontation	 have	 been	 "plainlytorpedoed"	by	Sheehan.		See	Rachel	v.	City	of	Mobile	Alabama,	ななに	Fed.	Sup.	ぬd.	なにはぬ,	なにぱにゅS.D.	 Alabama	 にどなのょ;	 Rucinski	 v.	 Cty.	 of	 Oakland,	 はのの	 F.	 App'x	 ぬぬぱ,	 ぬねぬ	 ゅはth	 Cir.にどなはょゅrecognizing	 that	 Sheehan	 rejected	 claim	 based	 on	 "bad	 tactics"	 that	 escalated	 asituation	that	could	have	been	avoided.ょ;	Ellenburg	v.	Henderson	Cty.	Jail,	No.	な:なね‐CV‐にひど‐FDW,	にどなは	WL	なぬのねひぱど,	at	*ば	ゅW.D.N.C.	Apr.	の,	にどなはょゅrejecting	claim	that	officer	"createda	dangerous	situation"	in	light	of	holding	of	Sheehanょ;	Bell	v.	Cumberland	Cty.,	No.	なは‐のねどぬ,にどなは	WL	ばどねぱはひは,	 at	 *の	 ゅはth	Cir.	Dec.	の,	にどなはょゅ)n	 light	of	Sheehan,	 rejecting	 contentionthat	the	officer	violated	the	suspect's	constitutional	rights	by	instigating	the	encounter	bypursuing	the	suspect.ょ.Additional	 case	 law	 cited	 by	 Clark	 is	 not	 controlling,	 and	 has	 been	 overruled	 bysubsequent	 opinions	 of	 the	 Supreme	 Court.	 	 Clark	 relies	 on	Aldaba	 v.	 Pickens,	 ばばば	 F.ぬdななのの	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなのょ.		Aldaba	cannot	establish	a	"clearly	established	right"	as	it	has	beenvacated	by	the	Supreme	Court	and	replaced	with	a	new	opinion.	[The	original	Aldaba	TenthCircuit	opinion	was	vacated	at	なぬは	S.	Ct.	ねばひ	ゅにどなのょ,	based	upon	Mullenix.]	)n	the	revised
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opinion	 the	 Tenth	 Circuit	 ruled	 that,	 given	 the	 Supreme	 Court's	 directives	 in	Mullenix	 v.

Luna,	 のばば	 U.S.	 ––––,	 なぬは	 S.Ct.	 ぬどの	 ゅにどなのょ	 ゅper	 curiamょ,	 the	 Tenth	 Circuit	 had	 erred	 inrelying	 on	 a	 "sliding	 scale"	 and	 failing	 to	 identify	 cases	 that	 demonstrated	 that	 the
particular	 conduct	 at	 issue	 had	 been	 clearly	 determined	 to	 be	 improper	 under	 theConstitution.	 	See	Aldaba	v.	Pickens,	ぱねね	F.ぬd	ぱばど	ゅにどなはょ.	 	 )mportantly,	after	reviewing	anumber	of	cases	concerning	the	use	of	force	against	persons	with	mental	illness,		the	TenthCircuit	ruled	that	none	of	these	cases	would	inform	the	officers	"beyond	debate"	that	theiractions	 constituted	 excessive	 force.	 	 	 Therefore,	 qualified	 immunity	 was	 granted	 to	 theofficers.Clark	relies	heavily	on	Pauly	v.	White,	ぱなね	F.ぬd	などはど	ゅなどth	Cir.	にどなはょ.			But	Pauly	hasalso	 been	 vacated	 and	 remanded	 by	 the	 Supreme	 Court.	 	 See	White	 v.	 Pauly,	 にどなば	WLはひなばど	ゅJan.	ひ,	にどなばょ:		holding	that	the	Tenth	Circuit	erred	when	it	"failed	to	identify	a	casewhere	an	officer	acting	under	similar	circumstances	as	[the	defendant	officer]	was	held	tohave	violated	the	Fourth	Amendment."		)d.,	at	*	の.		The	remaining	cases	cited	by	Clark	have	no	factual	parallel	to	the	facts	of	this	case.	)n	Estate	of	Armstrong	v.	Village	of	Pinehurst,	ぱなど	F.ぬd	ぱひに	ゅねth	Cir.	にどなはょ,	the	deceased,	anunarmed	mental	health	patient,	had	wrapped	himself	 around	a	 sign	post,	 and	 refused	 tobudge.	 	Within	seconds	after	 learning	 that	an	order	of	 commitment	had	been	 issued,	 theofficers	 tased	the	mental	health	patient	multiple	 times.	 	The	officers	pried	the	patient	offthe	post,	and	in	the	struggle	the	patient	was	choked	and	died.		(owever,	under	these	factsthe	 Fourth	 Circuit	 determined	 that	 the	 patient's	 right	 "not	 to	 be	 tased	 while	 offeringstationary	and	non‐violent	resistance	to	a	lawful	seizure"	was	not	clearly	established.		)d.,at	ひどば‐ひどぱ.		The	officers	were	granted	qualified	immunity.	
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Clark╆s	other	 cited	 cases	have	no	 factual	parallel	 to	 this	 case.	Champion	v.	Outlook

Nashville,	Inc.,	ぬぱど	F.ぬd	ぱひぬ,	ひどな	ゅはth	Cir.	にどどねょ	ゅqualified	immunity	denied	to	officers	wholay	 atop	 an	 autistic	 man—whom	 they	 knew	 to	 be	 ╉mentally	 ill	 or	 retarded╊—	 andcontinued	to	pepper	spray	him	in	the	face	after	he	had	stopped	resisting	arrest	and	was	nota	 flight	 riskょ;	 Deorle	 v.	 Rutherford,	 にばに	 F.ぬd	 なにばに	 ゅひth	 Cir.	 にどどなょ	 ゅqualified	 immunitydenied	to	officer	who,	without	warning,	fired	a	lead‐filled	bag	into	the	face	of	a	man	withmental	health	issues	resulting	in	damage	to	one	eye	and	leaving	lead	in	his	skull,	when	theman	had	complied	with	officers'	ordersょ;	Abdullahi	v.	City	of	Madison,	ねにぬ	F.ぬd	ばはぬ	ゅばth	Cir.にどどのょ	 ゅgenuine	 issue	 of	 material	 fact	 existed	 about	 excessive	 force	 in	 the	 death	 of	 aunarmed,	 combative,	disoriented	man	because	of	 conflicting	evidence	about	whether	 theofficer	had	applied	undue	pressure	to	the	man's	back	in	an	effort	by	a	group	of	officers	tohandcuff	 him.ょ	 Likewise,	 in	 Allen	 v.	 Muskogee,	 ななひ	 F.ぬd	 ぱぬば,	 ぱねな	 ゅなどth	 Cir.	 なひひばょ	 thecritical	facts	that	precluded	summary	judgment	were	that	the	officers	reportedly	ran	up	toa	suicidal	man	sitting	alone	in	his	car,	rushed	the	car	"screaming"	commands,	and	tried	towrestle	the	gun	out	of	his	hands.		)mportantly,	Allen	did	not	address	qualified	immunity.		Upon	review	of	the	cases	cited	on	this	issue,	the	Court	concludes	that	it	is	not	clearlyestablished	that	any	of	the	actions	of	the	officers,	including	Defendant	Colbert,	violated	theConstitutional	rights	of	Clark.		Because	Clark	has	failed	to	carry	his	burden	of	establishing	aviolation	of	his	constitutional	rights,	and	because	the	law	is	not	clearly	established	that	theactions	 of	 Defendant	 Colbert	 violated	 the	 law,	 Defendant	 Colbert	 is	 granted	 qualifiedimmunity	on	all	claims	asserted	by	Clark	under	ねに	U.S.	§	なひぱぬ.	
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D. Plaintiff’s	state	law	negligence	claim)n	the	Amended	Complaint,	Clark	asserts	a	state	law	negligence	claim,	alleging	that"the	use	of	 force	supervised	by,	orchestrated,	and	set	 in	motion	by	Colbert	and	Dorr	wasobjectively	 unreasonable	 …."	 	 [Amended	 Complaint,	 ¶	 ぱに]	 	 To	 the	 extent	 that	 thisnegligence	claim	is	asserted	against	Colbert	in	his	individual	capacity,	 it	 is	barred	by	law.	See	 のな	 O.S.	 §	 なのに.なゅAょ:	 	 All	 governmental	 employees	 acting	 within	 the	 scope	 of	 theiremployment	 "shall	be	 immune	 from	 liability	 for	 torts."	 	のな	O.S.	§	なはぬゅCょ:"	 )n	no	 instanceshall	 an	 employee	 of	 the	 state	 or	 political	 subdivision	 acting	 within	 the	 scope	 of	 hisemployment	be	named	as	defendant."	 	Clark	has	asserted	 that	Colbert	was	acting	withinthe	 scope	of	his	 employment.	 	 [See	¶	ぱぬ	of	 the	Amended	Complaint]	 	 Clark	has	 failed	 toestablish	 any	 facts	 that	 would	 show	 that	 Colbert	 was	 acting	 outside	 the	 scope	 of	 hisemployment	during	the	events	leading	up	to	Clark╆s	injuries.Any	negligence	claim	against	the	office	of	the	Sheriff	is	likewise	barred.	Specifically,to	the	extent	that	this	claim	is	based	upon	accusations	that	Sheriff	Colbert	was	negligent	ina	plan	"supervised	by,	orchestrated	and/or	set	 in	motion"	by	Sheriff	Colbert,	this	claim	isbarred	 by	 the	 Governmental	 Tort	 Claims	 Act.	 See	 のな	 O.S.	 §	 なののゅのょ,	 which	 preservesimmunity	 for	 claims	 arising	 out	 of	 the	 discretionary	 acts	 such	 as	 the	 supervision	 ofemployees.		See	Carlson	v.	City	of	Broken	Arrow,	ぱぱね	P.にd,	なにどひ,	なになに	ゅOK	C)V	APP	なひひねょ,	
Ochoa	v.	Taylor,	はぬの	P.にd	はどね,	はどぱ	ゅOkla.	なひぱなょ;	Randell	v.	Tulsa	Ind.	School	Dist.	No.	1,	ぱぱひP.にd	なにはね,	なにはば	 ゅOK	C)V	APP	なひひねょ.	 	 )n	Elizabeth	S.	v.	Oklahoma	City	Public	Schools,	No.C)V‐どぱ‐などの‐M,	にどどぱ	WL	ねなねばのばに	ゅW.D.Okla.	Sept.	ぬ,	にどどぱょゅunpubょ	 the	plaintiff	assertednegligence	against	a	 school	district	and	school	officials,	 alleging	 that	defendants	 failed	 intheir	 duty	 to	 supervise	 a	 teacher	 who	 assaulted	 a	 student	 and	 that	 defendants	 were
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negligent	in	retaining	the	teacher.	The	court	determined	that	these	negligence	claims	ゅi.e.,negligent	 hiring	 and	 retentionょ	 were	 based	 upon	 the	 school	 district	 and	 its	 employees╆performance	 of,	 or	 failure	 to	 perform	 discretionary	 acts	 and	 that	 §	 なののゅのょ	 applied	 toimmunize	the	school	district	from	the	plaintiff╆s	claims	regarding	negligence	in	supervisingand	retaining	its	employee.	Id.	at	*の.	See	also	Burns	v.	Holcombe,	No.	どひ–CV–なのに–J(P,	にどなどWL	にばのはひのね,	at	*なぬ	ゅE.D.	Okla.	July	なに,	にどなどょ	ゅ╉The	language	of	the	GTCA	as	well	as	recentcase	law	construing	these	provisions	makes	clear	the	state	and/or	a	political	subdivision	isnot	 subject	 to	 suit	 for	 discretionary	 acts	 such	 as	 hiring,	 supervising,	 and	 trainingemployees...╊ょ	ゅunpubょ;	Fumi	v.	Bd.	of	Cty.	Comm’rs	of	Rogers	Cty.,	No.	など‐CV‐ばはひ‐TCK,	にどななWL	ねはどぱにひは,	at	*は‐ば	ゅN.D.	Okla.	Oct.	ぬ,	にどななょ	ゅunpubょ;	White	v.	City	of	Tulsa,	Okla.,	No.	なぬ‐CV‐なにぱ‐TCK‐PJC,	にどなぬ	WL	ねばぱねにねぬ,	at	*の	ゅN.D.	Okla.	Sept.	の,	にどなぬょ	ゅunpubょ.To	 the	 extent	 that	 Plaintiff╆s	 negligence	 claim	 is	 premised	 upon	 City	 of	 BrokenArrow	Sergeant	Blevins╆	use	of	the	pepperball	launcher	against	him,		Defendant	Colbert	isfurther	 immune	 from	 suit	 pursuant	 to	 Okla.	 Stat.	 tit.	 のな,	 §	 なののゅなぱょ	 which	 provides	 tortimmunity	 for	 an	 ╉act	 or	 omission...of	 a	 person	 other	 than	 an	 employee	 of	 the	 state	 orpolitical	subdivision	at	the	time	the	act	or	omission	occurred.╊					 Moreover,		use	of	the	pepperball	gun	on	Clark	was	objectively	reasonable	under	thefactual	 circumstances.	 	 See	Dawson	 v.	Anderson	 County,	Tex.,	 のはは	 Fed.Appx.	 ぬはひ,	 ぬばど‐ばなゅのth	Cir.,	May	は,	にどなねょ	ゅunpubょ;	see	also	Morales	v.	City	of	Okla.	City,	にぬど	P.ぬd	ぱはひ,	ぱばぱ‐ぱぱなゅOkla.	 にどなどょ	 ゅwherein	 the	 Oklahoma	 Supreme	 Court	 adopted	 the	 same	 ╉objectivereasonableness╊	standard	of	care	for	state	law	negligence	claims	premised	upon	the	use	offorce	during	an	arrest	as	that	used	in	federal	§	なひぱぬ	excessive	force	claimsょ.	
にひ



Accordingly,	 for	 the	 reasons	 set	 forth	 above,	 Defendant	 Colbert	 is	 entitled	 tosummary	judgment	with	regard	to	Plaintiff╆s	state	law	negligence	claims	and	on	all	claimsasserted	by	the	Plaintiff.	
IT	IS	SO	ORDERED	this	18th	day	of		July,	2017.	
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